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WHY,  OH  WHY  CAN’T  THEY  FIND  A  CURE? 

As soon as it comes time to start training and racing young birds the dreaded young bird 

sickness raises its ugly head. It happens year after year and despite considerable research 

into the complaint we seem to be no nearer to finding a solution to the problem than we 

were when it was first identified. Is it a virus or is it a psychological disease caused by over 

stressing the young birds too early in their young lives? The latter seems to be the most 

popular belief but no one seems to be absolutely sure. 

One thing is certain, and that is that it certainly affects the number of birds being sent to the 

early young bird races and those responsible for devising the YB race programmes at the 

beginning of the season should certainly bear this in mind when choosing when and where 

to commence their racing. It is a problem we face every year and yet, judging by the 

comments I read on the pigeon chat lines, we seem to fall into the same trap year after year 

by not adjusting our programmes accordingly. 

The Staffordshire Moorlands & District Federation have tried to make adjustments this 

season and judging by our first YB race the changes have been beneficial all round. The 

number of birds sent to the first race was not huge but I put that largely down to good old 

Mother Nature. She certainly did not provide us with suitable weather to allow responsible 

fanciers to complete their training programmes in time and as a result were not willing to 

”throw their birds away” before they were fully prepared to face the rigours of competitive 

racing. 

Judging by the leading bird times, all available on the 

Fed website (www.moorlandsfedpigeons.co.uk), 

provided by the clubs, the race from Tewkesbury on 

Saturday 25 July was a great success with our race 

team carrying out their duties once again in an 

exemplary fashion by responsibly holding the liberation 

time until after the majority of other Federations had 

sent their birds on their way and avoiding unnecessary 

clashing. Congratulations to all concerned. Oh, and by 

the way, our convoyer has sent me a photograph of 

the race point conditions immediately before the 

liberation and I have included it for your information. 

www.moorlandsfedpigeons.co.uk


 
 

To continue with a little more information about the first YB race, let me tell those of you 

that have not yet looked on the website that, according to the leading times provided, it 

would seem that this race belonged almost entirely to Longdendale flyers Leigh & James, 

who defied everything I said earlier about Mother Nature, and really did a superb job of 

preparing their birds for racing, with the result that they end up taking the first six positions 

in the Fed this week. That’s some flying gentlemen and deserves all the congratulations that 

the Press Office can bestow upon you. Perhaps you could let me know how you do it? I 

promise not to tell anybody! Although not quite matching the velocities of the Longdendale 

birds, Alton fanciers Mr & Mrs E J Crutchley also seem to have the knack, cos they took the 

first five positions in their club. Well done to this partnership also. 

Packmoor News 

Before I include Jeff’s review from the Packmoor club, may I offer the Press Office 

congratulations to Jeff and Tony on winning the red card in their club race from Tewkesbury. 

Couldn’t happen to a nicer couple of guys. Now over to you Jeff for this week’s report. 

“Just a few lines on the race at Packmoor where ten members sent 241 birds not a bad  
turnout but I was hoping for more. On to the race itself which was a close affair again with 
Roberts Bros just pipping Lee Khan and Sons while Walley and Wilkinson in third place and 
Roberts Bros taking the next three places.  Overall not a bad race for us but it was not all 
rosy as we are a few missing plus one reported in Tipton which Geoff Silvester has kindly said 
he will pick up for us. Looking at the Provisional results I see a new name in the Moorlands 
Fed winning first time by Alfie Turnock. That’s it for this week as I am hoping you have had a 
few pics and a few words from a fellow club member. 
1st   Roberts Bros         Vel 1286.035  2nd L Khan& Sons        Vel 1279.141  3rd  Walley & 
Wilkinson   Vel 1277.784   4th  Roberts Bros       Vel 1276 580   5th. Roberts Bros        Vel 
1275.357      6th  Roberts Bros            Vel 1271.702 
Jeff” 
 
Thanks Jeff, and keep up with the winning streak – someone in the Press Office has got to 

keep our reputation up there at the top! 

During the course of the Old Bird season the name that most likely cropped up more often 

than any other was that of the father and son partnership, Mitch and Ryan Denson from 

Packmoor. Their winning throughout the OB season knew no bounds and so I am delighted 

to be able to show you a few photos of the fanciers themselves plus their winning birds. The 

picture with Mitch on his own shows him with two of their outstanding pigeons. The bird in 

Mitch’s left hand is a chequered cock which was 1st Fed from Tewkesbury, 3rd Fed from 2nd 

Tewkesbsury race, twice a winner of the Jackpot race and to cap it all 1st Fed from Yeovil. 

The Chequered hen in Mitch’s right hand is no mean performer either.   



 
 

Loft Manager Harry and his assistant Bernie 

Barrett winners at Macclesfield from 

Tewkesbury 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

She was 3rd club 6th Fed from Tewkesbury in her first race of the season, 1st club 1st Fed in 

the last race of the season from Nort sur Erdre and just for good measure topped the North 

Staffs Fed from Messac last season plus picking up prizes in the MNFC and Open Races. 

Quite some lady this one. 

Thank you Mitch and Ryan for the info and the photos – they do you both as much credit as 

your birds do.  

Just to complete the rogues gallery for this 

week I am showing a photo I have received 

of Macclesfield’s club winners, Bernie 

Barrett and his loft manager Harry, who I 

am led to believe does all the HARD work!  

It’s a good job I didn’t hold my breath 

As I predicted last week I didn’t get a 

phenomenal set of replies to my request 

for info about the content of the website. 

One to be precise and thankfully that said 

they liked it just as it was! So, with the exception of trying to add a Velocity Calculator, you 

will just get more of the same whilst Jill and I are responsible for the content. Just don’t you 

complain cos you’ve had the chance to change it. 

That’s the lot for this week, here’s hoping the weather improves so that training can be 

completed (or in our case started). 

Brian Smith - Press Officer     

Mitch and Ryan Denson with 

their 1st Club 1st Fed Carentan, 

2nd Club 7th Fed Kingsdown, 3rd 

SMDF and 27th Open MNFC 

Vire 

Mitch Denson with two 

outstanding performers (see 

text) 

The welcoming party at the 

Denson’s loft 


